
Module 3, Session 3: Pricing and Printing

What to Expect in Module 3, Session 3:
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Strategic Pricing for Kindle 

Kindle books priced between $2.99 and $9.99 will pay higher royalties. Once you go 
outside that range, you cut your royalties from Amazon. Instead of making 70%, you 
make 30%. 

Books priced at $1.99 don’t sell well in comparison to books priced at $0.99 or $2.99. 
That $1.99 is a black hole for some reason. A price of $0.99 is great for short non-
fiction, transcribed podcasts, lead-gen, short stories, short poetry, novellas, serialized 
fiction, etc. 

That said, there are some specific factors that affect your price based on whether your 
Kindle book is fiction or non-fiction:

Fiction Kindle books

When it comes to pricing your fiction books for Kindle, three things matter:

1. Word count
2. Genre
3. Whether or not you are famous

The rule of thumb is: a standard, run-of-the-mill fiction novel will be priced $2.99-4.99 
and up. The more famous you are the higher the price can be. The more popular the 
genre, the more you can charge. The bigger the book is, the higher the price can go.

Serialized fiction (telling the story in a series of short novels), poetry and shorts (short 
stories and groups of short stories) will be priced $0.99-2.99 and up. The same rules 
about word count, genre and fame apply.

Non-Fiction Kindle books

When it comes to pricing your non-fiction books for Kindle, three things matter:

1. Word count
2. Specialized Genres, i.e. If you are writing a book for say, computer programming, 

that book has a higher perceived value and is worth a higher price.
3. Perceived value. When Martha Stewart first started out, she was baking pies and 

selling them for $5. She couldn’t sell them. When she took exactly the same pie 
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and put a price of $25 on it, she couldn’t bake enough of them. She kept selling 
out. People assumed that if it cost so much, there must be something special 
about it and they wanted one. Tony and I went to Harrods, in London, the largest 
store I’ve ever seen in my life. The first door was all Coach™ handbags, full price. 
In fact, there were no sales. Nothing was discounted in this upmarket store 
because of perceived value.

The rule of thumb is: standard and specialty non-fiction books are $3.99-4.99 and up. 
They usually will not go above $9.99. Short non-fiction, lead-gen (generally less than 
20,000 words) non-fiction books are priced at $0.99-2.99

REMEMBER 

 Journals and coloring books are NOT permitted on Kindle. 

Strategic Pricing for Print  

In general, pricing of print books will be determined by your page count because 
printers charge a by-the-page + cover fee. Do NOT calculate in shipping in your price. 
Shipping is handled by the retailer. The exception to the consideration of shipping is 
when you are shipping directly from your own website sales. I recommend against this 
because it is a real pain in the neck. Let Amazon, Barnes & Noble and other retailers 
handle the heavy lifting of shipping, returns, sales tax, etc. 

You do, however, need to factor in the “wholesale discount” in your pricing. That 
discount off your retail price is 55% to get into bookstores or 45% off if you are doing a 
regular discount.

If you are making 20% of retail price (i.e. from a book priced at $10 you are making 
$2), that is a GREAT royalty. The average royalty of a traditionally published book is 
6-8% of retail. If you are making more than double that, that is excellent. Your overall 
royalty percentage improves even more if you sell directly “out of the trunk of your car” 
at your retail price because the only expense you have out-of-pocket is the print cost. 
You don’t have to account for the discount.

Again, there are specific factors affecting your print book pricing depending on 
whether it is fiction or non-fiction.
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Fiction print books

When it comes to pricing your fiction books for print, one thing matters most: Page 
count, because it dictates your printing costs. Genre sort-of matters but not always nor 
consistently. When it comes to printed fiction, being famous does not matter at all. You 
can price your book at the same price as someone famous because there is no 
correlation at all.

For fiction in print, the rule of thumb is standard fiction books are priced at $9.99 and 
up for paperbacks; serialized fiction, poetry and shorts are at $6.99 and up for 
paperback.

Non-fiction print books

In pricing your non-fiction books for print, the same things are important as in Kindle 
non-fiction:

1. Page count 

2. Specialized genres: If you are writing a book in a genre on a topic that is super 
difficult to find information about, you can charge more because you are charging 
for knowledge, not the paper and the ink. For example, a gluten-free cookbook on 
which there is limited information is priced higher than a general cookbook of 
which the market is flooded. These have a higher perceived value.

3. Perceived value: the more specialized your book is, especially in self-help and 
food genres, the higher the perceived value.

The rule of thumb is that standard and specialty non-fiction start at $14.99 and go up. 
All my coloring journals are $14.99. Short non-fiction like lead-generation paperbacks 
are $7.99 and up.

Costs to Publish 

If choosing a price is at least somewhat dependent on the costs of publishing a book, 
then we need to look at what those hard costs look like. These will be subtracted from 
retail price to determine the author royalty, so you should keep these in mind when 
planning for the publication of your book:
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Kindle

With Kindle, there is a “Delivery” fee that must be subtracted from the retail price 
before royalties are determined. The delivery fee is determined by how big your file is. 
Naturally, your file size is determined by the number of graphics, images and words in 
your particular book. So, you cannot have any idea what that fee will be until you 
upload a file to Kindle Direct Publishing where they will then tell you the amount of the 
delivery fee.

Print

To publish in print, costs include a wholesale discount plus a print cost which is 
subtracted from your retail price. Print cost is determined by how long your book is. 
For example, a standard 6 x 9 book with 200 pages printed in black & white and 
selling at a retail price of $19.99 will yield a royalty as follows:

Retail Price: $19.99

Wholesale Discount (55%) $10.99

Print Cost $ 3.86

AUTHOR ROYALTY $ 5.14 per book sold

Calculating Author Royalties 

We are going take a look at how you would calculate your potential royalties using 
both CreateSpace and IngramSpark for a print book. For the following 
demonstrations, I am going to use the same book specifications—6 x 9 book with 200 
pages printed in black & white—for everything so we have an apples-to-apples 
comparison. 

Demonstration: Calculating Your Book’s Price on CreateSpace 

If you print with CreateSpace, this is what you will do to calculate your price for your 
print book:

1. Log on to the CreateSpace online calculator, https://www.createspace.com/
Products/Book/#content6.
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2. Fill in the form with your book specs as shown below. For the retail price, you have 
to put something in the field. I always start with 19.99 and then make adjustments 
from there. «Calculate»

3. This calculator never tells you how much it costs to print so you never know what it 
will cost you to buy your own copies until you upload the book; but you see that 
selling at this price, you will get a royalty of $8.74 selling on amazon.com. That is a 
killer amount of money to make in royalties on each book. If sold in the eStore or 
the CreateSpace store, the royalty will be $12.74. HINT: almost no one ever buys 
from just the CreateSpace store! To get expanded distribution through 
CreateSpace which means people will be able to walk into a bookstore and order 
your book (it does not mean it will be on the bookshelves in the stores), the royalty 
is $4.74. This accounts for the wholesale discount. While I always check the 
checkboxes for calculating GBP and Euro, I really don’t pay attention to it. The real 
dollar amount is a moving target based on exchange rates. They will deposit the 
money into your account in whatever your specified currency is so I just calculate it 
based on the exchange rate when I receive it.
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Demonstration: Calculating Your Book’s Price with IngramSpark 

1. Log onto the IngramSpark Publisher Compensation Calculator at https://
myaccount.ingramspark.com/Portal/Tools/PubCompCalculator 

2. Complete the form (right). 
For the binding type, you 
want to use “Perfect 
Bound” which is the 
standard paperback 
binding. Saddle Stitch is 
stapled and there is a 
page limit. Lamination 
Type does not matter 
except that you cannot use 
cloth since this is not a 
hardback book. Wholesale 
discount, as stated earlier, 
is 55%.

3. «Calculate» and you see 
here that the print cost for 
this book is $3.86 and the 
royalty is $5.14. Compare 
this to the Expanded 
Distribution number on the 
CreateSpace calculator 
because both take the 
55% wholesale discount 
into account. If the ability 
to get onto bookstore 
shelves is something you 
want, you make more per 
copy printing with 
IngramSpark. For me, I like 
being able to get my book in the bookstores. Note this is for the United States 
distribution. If I change this to other individual markets, the price and royalty will 
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change. I would, in this case, change the wholesale discount to be lower because 
there is no sense in making it high when other countries don’t have the same 
requirements that our bookstores do.

I like IngramSpark because of the variety in print sizes, color printing options, etc. 
Their Premium Color printing is OUTSTANDING! I would use this with saddle stitch 
binding for 32 page kids’ books. Calculating that book in an 8” x 8” size at a price of 
$14.99, I still make almost 20% of retail. I would totally do that.

This is how you calculate using CreateSpace or IngramSpark. If you want to use any 
other printer, you would need to contact that printer for a quote. They will ask you a lot 
of questions and then deliver a quote.

Printing Options 

We’ve looked at the pricing comparisons between two printers, CreateSpace and 
IngramSpark, both Print on Demand printers. Let’s look at specifics of the types of 
printers you have as options.

1. Print on Demand (POD). These are fast and have no minimum to order. You can 
order a single copy if you want, and while it will cost you in shipping to do it, it is a 
great option for getting a proof before you commit to putting a book out there. You 
don’t have to keep any inventory if you don’t want it and the distribution is easy 
with these printers. IngramSpark can get you into bookstores and on the shelf 
pretty easily.

POD is NOT a publishing platform. There is no such thing as a POD “publisher.” 
There are POD printers who will call themselves that. Run…far and fast. They 
don’t know what they are talking about.

POD is a printing technology. Think about a huge Xerox machine that spits out a 
finished, printed and bound book. IngramSpark is a printer, not a publisher. 
Publishers have ISBNs they can give you as part of their publishing package. 
CreateSpace has ISBNs they can give you, but those come with limitations you 
probably don’t want, so you should consider them a printer, too.

2. Offset (traditional) is something different. There are a few US-based printers but 
most are outside the US, primarily in China. The turnaround time is slower and this 
is particularly true if you are receiving a shipment from overseas. These printers do 
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have minimums of usually 1,000 to 3000 copies depending on the printer, and that 
means unless you have a big order or are selling like crazy, you are going to have 
to keep inventory and deal with the inherent distribution issues. 

How do you get your book on Amazon if you don’t already have an “in” with them 
through the POD network? There are ways to do it, but you have to basically 
become an Amazon seller and pay them a monthly fee to list your book as a 
product. Then you will have to supply those books to Amazon and make sure you 
can keep up with the inventory demands if you start to sell a lot of books. Keep in 
mind the turnaround time can be great with shipping from overseas, so you are 
going to have a challenge keeping on top of your inventory demands. This can be 
a real pain for the average author. Larger publishers have a warehouse and 
distribution network already set up so they can do this, but the average author 
does not.

Obviously, the advantages of POD are significant. So, which POD printer should you 
use?

CreateSpace

CreateSpace is owned by Amazon. It is easy use, has no setup fee and because it is 
owned by Amazon, it is easy to get your book onto Amazon. You also get significantly 
higher royalties from books sold on Amazon as you saw in the pricing demo.

Using CreateSpace is easy:

1. Go to CreateSpace.com and create a new account

2. Login to CreateSpace.com again with your credentials

3. Click «Add New Title»

4. Fill out the forms for your book’s information and upload your prepared manuscript

5. You will get a little graphic of the book where you can turn the pages and you will 
need to approve of these digital proofs. I don’t usually bother because it is 
essentially the same as the .pdf you uploaded.

6. Select your distribution preferences
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Demonstration: CreateSpace Dashboard 

1. If you log in to CreateSpace with your login credentials, this is what the member 
dashboard looks like:

2. Click the blue «Add New 
Title» button to fill out the 
form for a new book to 
upload (right). You will 
notice from the form that 
CreateSpace also does 
audio cd, dvd and video 
downloads. That is pretty 
cool. They have a guided 
step-by-step process, and if 
you’ve never used them 
before, use this. It will take 
you through everything step-by-step. It is really simple.

3. What you see above is a book I uploaded in my Journal Design Basics class 
where I took my class step-by-step through the entire process. From this 
dashboard, you can order copies. I ordered 100 copies of this book and when they 
came, I was very excited to open the box. Unfortunately, I have not seen great 
quality out of CreateSpace. I ordered matte covers because it normally feels like 
silk, but every cover felt very dirty, like it had been dipped in sand. Then I noticed 
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that on about half of the copies, the spine on the bottom was ripped and had a 
chunk taken out of it. That was a glaring, obvious issue to anyone who looked at 
the book, clearly a bad quality control issue. They do have great customer service 
so I could have shipped the books back and gotten replacements for them. The 
same is true of IngramSpark: you can return the books for replacements if you are 
not happy.

4. You can also see here my royalties for the first two days of this month, $6.20. If 
you click the details in royalty balance, you can see a more detailed report of the 
countries where books were sold and other reports you can download.

IngramSpark

IngramSpark, ingramspark.com is easy to use. The company owns the patent on POD 
technology so they’ve been around and know what they are doing.

Here is a little history for you… Back in the early days of POD, BookSurge was the big 
POD printer. They had their own technology with the ability to insert glossy color 
pages into their books, like a section in the middle of the book. I really liked that 
feature as well as their quality. Unfortunately, the company got into trouble—at least 
overseas—for not being honest in reporting and paying the author royalties. They had 
a lot of potential but tanked their business. 

Meanwhile, IngramSpark came out just before BookSurge did with a POD technology 
they patented under the name Lightning Source. They really started to take over the 
market working with self-publishing companies offering good bulk pricing, great 
distribution to Amazon and bookstores, etc.
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Amazon looked at this and said, “Hey, this is cool. We should have something in 
house.” They bought BookSurge. I was excited. I thought it was finally a competitor to 
Lightning Source with better reporting, etc. What actually happened was a lawsuit. 
CreateSpace had to deal with technology issues when they took over BookSurge and 
needed new print technology. They were under investigation and settled a lawsuit with 
IngramSpark because they stole their patented technology.

Because of all this, I never trusted CreateSpace until recently because I felt if they 
were willing to do shady business, I didn’t want to be part of it. They have since gotten 
an agreement with IngramSpark and pay them to use their technology, so it is 
essentially the same printing. The big difference is in the quality of paper.

IngramSpark uses a superior quality paper on their machines. They also have more 
machines. They have been in the business of developing these machines longer and 
have machines they do not allow the public to know about. So, they have more 
printing options, especially in color printing and hard cover books. They also have 
higher royalties through bookstores and retailers except Amazon, for obvious reasons. 
Amazon uses the higher royalties to entice authors to print with CreateSpace.

Using IngramSpark is as simple as using CreateSpace:

1. Go to IngramSpark.com and create a new account.

2. Log in to IngramSpark.com with your new credentials

3. Click «Add a New Title»

4. Fill out the forms for your book’s information

5. Order a physical proof. ALWAYS.

6. Enable your book for distribution. You have the option to use IngramSpark for e-
books, but I don’t usually use this option. Most of my e-books are Kindle only and 
since Kindle really “owns” the market, it makes the most sense to just use Kindle 
for e-books. 

Demonstration: IngramSpark Dashboard 

1. When you log into IngramSpark, my account.ingramspark.com/Dashboard, you will 
see a screen that looks like the image below:
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2. All the book titles I’ve published are listed here and the top selling titles are at the 
bottom. You see from looking at the buttons, I can order books here, convert a title 
to e-book, Promote a title in the Ingram Advanced Catalog that goes to all libraries 
and bookstores (it costs $50 or $60 and I’ve only done it a couple of times) and 
Edit it right from the dashboard.

3. Clicking on the first title, one in process, I am taken to a screen where I can edit 
the details of the book including title, keywords, series name and number, edition 
description, etc. (see below). It is pretty simple. 
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4. «Continue» to go on through the steps. You will add/edit the information about the 
Author and Contributors, Book Categories and Imprint. On the third page, 
“Categorize Your Book”, you will see the information about the Imprint for the book. 
This is the publisher imprint or name you are using for this book. Click on the link 
there (circled) to go to a help page where you can request to have another imprint 
added to your account. It takes about a day. 
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For “Audience,” I usually choose “Trade/General (Adult)” but if you are doing any of 
the other categories you want to choose those. I usually don’t do any of the fields 
that are not required, but you can complete them all if your want

5. Step 4 is your print format with the size, type of paper, binding, etc. (below).

6. Step 5 is associating the ISBN and setting pricing (below). I figure out the different 
currency amounts using xe Currency Converter, xe.com/currencyconverter/ and 
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then fill in the information on the form, rounding up and set the wholesale discount 
to “Other (between 35% and 54%)” and setting the percentage to 45%. 

As far as setting returns, I only want returnable books for the USA. I set all the 
other countries to “No.” If books are not returnable in the US, you cannot get them 
into bookstores.

Select to copy the United States Print Retail Price into the Global Connect Program 
but again, set the discount to 45%.

Publication date is whatever date you intend for the book to come out and the day 
it is to go on sale.

7. Then, you just submit the book by dragging and dropping your files in or browsing 
on your computer to select and upload the interior file and the cover file (below). 
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8. Once you submit your book to the printer, you will have the option to order a proof. 
That is how easy it is. Just read the information on the website! They have very 
good instructions if you just read. I cannot believe how many authors don’t read!

9. Back on the Dashboard, you will see you can get reports. You can look at sales 
reports for e-books and Print books, Billing (for set-up fees, etc.), Invoices, 
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Transaction History, etc. If you want to see Print sales, for example, you select that 
report and enter your criteria. Make sure your currency matches your country. 
Then you will get 
a run-down of all 
the books you 
sold during that 
time period. This 
is how you can 
track your promo 
campaigns to 
judge how they 
are working. 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Using Both CreateSpace AND IngramSpark 

You may decide you want to use both CreateSpace and IngramSpark. Why? There is 
a little game Amazon plays with books printed by IngramSpark. You will see on such a 
book listing the phrase “usually processed in 1-3 weeks.” That is completely false 
advertising since POD books are not printed until they are sold regardless of the 
printer. The book order is processed in the same amount of time whether 
CreateSpace does it or IngramSpark does it. But, Amazon puts this tag on those 
books anyway. If you want to avoid that, you can have your book printed by 
CreateSpace. You will get faster service, Look Inside features and more when you 
print directly with Amazon.

However, IngramSpark has the stronghold in the library, bookstore and other retailer 
markets. To get the best service outside Amazon, you want to print with IngramSpark. 
You also have the option for better quality paper from them. If, for example, you want 
to get an order of books for an event and don’t want a “cheap” book or cheap feeling 
book, or if you have coloring pages and don’t want pens bleeding through the paper, 
you could order these through IngramSpark printed on better quality paper.

There are some cases where you don’t want to use both printers. If you are making 
coloring books, you do not want to print with CreateSpace because the poor quality/
see-through paper will get your book negative reviews. Most negative reviews that 
come because of paper, are for the see-through quality. IngramSpark still doesn’t have 
the perfect paper for this, but it is much better than Amazon.

If all you are publishing are normal, word-filled books, you may not want to use 
IngramSpark. You can for the other benefits, but for normal sci-fi, mystery, romance, 
etc. CreateSpace is fine.

If you don’t want to keep track of royalties from two sources, forget using more than 
one printer. This is especially true if you are publishing other people. It is going to 
double your work to track all these royalty payments from multiple sources.

Warnings

If you want to use BOTH CreateSpace and IngramSpark, it is an option. You must, 
however, use your own ISBN, one that your would get for a book printed by 
IngramSpark and used on CreateSpace, not one from CreateSpace, because you 
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cannot have two different ISBNs for the same book. FYI, you can also take that same 
book with the same ISBN to a local printer and have copies printed. You do not need a 
different ISBN per printer. You need a different ISBN per format of your book.

Upload your book to CreateSpace first. Once it shows up on Amazon, upload it to 
IngramSpark. That is to alleviate any issues with IngramSpark trying to submit your 
book to Amazon for you. They will see it is already on Amazon and not do that. 
Contact IngramSpark customer support and request that your book not be included in 
Amazon distribution.

Beyond POD 

Just as there are times when you want to consider using both POD printers, there are 
also times when you don’t want to use POD at all:

๏ When you absolutely MUST have spiral binding and there are NO other options for 
your book (and really, this is rare), you are going to have to choose a printer other 
than CreateSpace and IngramSpark. I’ve already talked about spiral binding and 
how this is usually more an issue in the author’s head than a reality that a 
consumer won’t buy if it isn’t spiral bound. I tell everyone if spiral is important and 
you think you need a spiral-bound option for your customer, put a note in your book 
telling them they can get it spiral bound themselves much cheaper than you could 
sell it to them and that they can take it to a local office supply/printer shop, cut the 
binding off and spiral bind the book. It will run around $3 to do it that way.

๏ If you are writing books for toddlers, you may not want paper. You are going to 
want cardboard or “board books” with glossy pages. Those are not available 
through POD.

๏ If you are creating long, full-color books with glossy pages like coffee table books 
or photography portfolios, you don’t want to use POD which is very expensive for 
these types of books. Blurb, blurb.com is a POD printer specializing in these types 
of books and they are very expensive. I paid $75 for a full-color, glossy pages book 
from them one time.

๏ Special editions. If you want to do a signed, stamped and limited edition, some of 
which can sell for very high prices, I would use a traditional printer because you 
can do some very fancy things for these books that way.
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➡ If you pre-sell over 3,000 copies, don’t use POD. It will cost you so much more 
than traditional printing when you have enough pre-sales to reach a minimum 
order. You can contact IngramSpark and ask for a quote because they have access 
to non-POD capability and can get the price much lower than with POD technology. 
You also have the option with this minimum order to get the books printed in China 
or Mexico like the major publishers do.

Black & White or Color? 

When it comes to printing your content, you will have a number of various options 
besides paper quality and size. One of those is whether to print in black & white or 
color. Here are the general guidelines:

➡ Book Covers are ALWAYS printed in full color. ALWAYS. I don’t know why I am 
continuously asked about this. Tell your old-school clients to stop asking if a book 
includes a full color cover. There is no such thing as a cover that isn’t full color any 
more!

➡ A black and white interior is cheaper and offers you multiple paper options. MOST 
books are black & white interior.

➡ A color interior can be a lot more expensive. You do have multiple paper options 
and quality of color options using IngramSpark. To do color interior pages, you will 
have to prepare your page layout with a bleed on outside edges for interior pages. 
This is easy to do in InDesign, but not possible in the other layout options. Color 
interior pages are best saved for cookbooks, kids’ books, photo journals, etc. Do 
NOT use just because it is pretty. It is too expensive to use it for books people 
aren’t willing to pay extra money for. 
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Module 3, Session 3 Homework 

✓ Do some pricing research. How much do similar books (size, length, genre, format, 
etc.) to yours sell for?

✓ Play with the print calculators for your print books.

✓ Decide what price to set for your Kindle books.

✓ Look over both POD printers and choose one to start.

✓ Determine if an offset printer is REALLY necessary based on the type of book you 
are printing.

✓ Decide if you want to print black & white or color interior.
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Session Q & A  

Q: If you have a serialized story with only three parts on Kindle, would you be better off 
selling each at $0.99 or bundling them together at $2.99 to make the higher royalties?

A: I would publish them separately and sell them at $0.99 but offer a bundle of the three for 
$2.99. That way you will get the 35% royalty on the individual sales and a 70% royalty on 
the $2.99 books while giving your customers the option. Track the sales of both to see how 
you do. If you sell more of the bundle than the individual books, cancel the individual books 
and keep the bundle. Serial + bundling is very common with the romance genre.

Q: If the book is not about psychology, should you still use PhD in you name if your PhD is in 
psychology?

A: I wouldn’t if it is a book that doesn’t need credentials like a coloring book or journal. People 
do not care about credentials if they are not in that industry but they do care if they are in 
that industry.

Q: CreateSpace has a cute intro video. Does it explain things or is it just cute?
A: Think of it as “advertising.” That is what it is.

Q: Can you tweak the amounts for Euros and Pounds?
A: You can uncheck the “suggest price” checkbox and do that with both CreateSpace and 

IngramSpark. I do that if I am not happy with the royalty. 

Q: What is the full bleed used for?
A: If you have any pictures that go off the page. You can’t do it in black & white with 

IngramSpark but you can do it in color. CreateSpace does it for black & white.

Q: I printed with IngramSpark and paid the $60 fee for listing in the Advanced Catalog. Is this 
what you have to do to be seen by the bookstores? What if you don’t pay it; will your book 
fall through the cracks?

A: No and No. Ingram has been the number one wholesaler of books to the bookstore 
industry since the beginning of bookstores. They create a catalog quarterly of all the 
newest titles. There are hundreds if not thousands of books in this catalog and there is a 
fee publishers pay to be listed in it. Whatever category your book is in, it will be listed 
under that category in the catalog. This catalog is ONE way bookstores use to decide what 
to stock on their shelves but it is not the only way. You can make a lot more headway 
spending that $60 to spread the word about your book in promotion, whether with 
Facebook ads or other ways. 

Q: If you order one book from POD printer for review and realize there is an error, how would 
you repair and replace it for the current book showing on Amazon?
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A: All you have to do is revise the file and upload a new file as a revision. If you do this with 
IngramSpark, there is a $25 fee. It is free on CreateSpace. That is why I recommend you 
start with CreateSpace to test first. With CreateSpace, as soon as the file processes and 
you approve it, it automatically updates the book on Amazon if it is listed there. 
IngramSpark will not list your book on Amazon or any other retailer until you click a button 
that says “Enable for full distribution.” In the meantime, before you click that button, you 
can order a proof and look it over to make sure it is the way you want it before you enable 
it for distribution so it will never see the light of day until you say it is okay.

Q: Is Author Central attached to your personal account or do you sign up as an author?
A: You sign up as an author and can use any account you want. I have an Author Central 

account for Kristen Joy and my Amazon buying account is my legal last name. 

Q: What is the difference between IngramSpark and Lightning Source?
A: Who you talk to when you need help. Lightning Source is an independent publisher now 

and will only accept new publishers if you own over 100 ISBNs and if you will publish a 
minimum number of new books per year. With Lightning Source, you get assigned one 
person, an account rep, who you talk to when you need help. IngramSpark has a general 
customer service line with a team of support staff, not one person who knows you and your 
business personally. The reason this happened was because a lot of small, independent 
publishers were using Lightning Source and their reps were having to work with them for 
very little money.

Q: When working with IngramSpark or CreateSpace, should you not make it available to the 
public while you are waiting for your physical proof copy?

A: That is the way I do it. 

Q: Isn’t it an advantage to have an e-book and print book when feasible?
A: Yes it is. That is why I use Kindle for the e-book.

Q: Do you not promote your book through IngramSpark because it didn’t bring a profit?
A: I don’t do it because they do no marketing except the Advanced Catalog, and I don’t see 

the point of doing that when I have other ways to get into bookstores.

Q: If I already have an e-book on Kindle and print through IngramSpark, how do they connect 
these versions.

A: Amazon connects them because they have the same title and you are the author. If you 
have an Author Central account, you can connect them. Also, if you have a Kindle version 
after the print version is listed on Amazon and distributed there, there is the Kindle Match 
Book program and you can connect them yourself inside your Kindle account.
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Q: What does it mean that the book is returnable?
A: It means if a customer buys it and doesn’t like the book, he can return it to the bookstore 

and if it doesn’t sell, the bookstore returns it to the publisher or printer. With POD, they 
return it to the printer. If in your set up you mark it as “Deliver,” the printer will return it to 
you.

Q: Can you change information about a book after you’ve published it?
A: Absolutely. For any of that information, all you have to do is click «Revise Title» and 

change it.

Q: Would you have to do a new printing and new ISBN to change the imprint?
A: Yes you would. If you change your imprint or company name you are doing business 

under, etc., you have to have a new ISBN unless you purchased your ISBNs from Bowker 
and tell them to ADD that imprint to your account. Inside that Bowker account you can 
assign that ISBN to that imprint.

Q: Can Amazon put your book on sale without your approval so you then make no money?
A: The fact that you would make no money is false unless they didn't offer a wholesale 

discount and Amazon puts their book on sale. That is why you offer retailers a discount. It 
happens with IngramSpark, too. I have a blog post on thebookninja.com that says “Help. 
Amazon put my book on sale. What do I do?” Here is how it works: In IngramSpark you 
give the retailer a discount of 55%. Amazon likes your book. They see it is selling. They 
want to drive more traffic to it so they put it on sale for 35% off. You give them 55% off so 
they are netting 20% and accept that. You still make the exact same royalty they said from 
the beginning your would make, no matter what. It is up to the retailers what they sell it for. 
It is not up to you and you have no control over that. If your book is published through 
CreateSpace, you may have a different arrangement unless you sign it up for expanded 
distribution. With straight Amazon sales, they tell you in the calculator you will make a 
certain amount in royalty. They may put your book on sale and you make less than that, 
but you will never make no money. 

Q: Can you give examples of how to tell customers cheaper ways to get spiral bound books?
A: Just put a statement in a How To Use This Book page and tell them to go to their local 

office supply store and get it done for a few dollars if they really want that.

Q: How do you estimate the number of pages for an e-book? Some do that.
A: It is really hard to do. e-books have NO sense of pages and you can’t say how many 

pages there are because it varies (size the customer sets the font, etc.). Amazon, in the 
listing for your book, estimates an approximation based on if the book was in print, the 
number of pages it would be, but it is still a shot in the dark.
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Q: Can’t you have black & white and color pages in the same book?
A: Yes, but with POD printers today, the cost is all or nothing. You either pay for an all color 

book as if you have color on every page and put some black & white pages in it or you get 
all black & white with no color pages. It is just part of the limits of that technology.

Q: If I find a retailer who is interested in stocking my book, how do I direct them? To go to 
IngramSpark?

A: If you do have it listed with IngramSpark, you will be in both of the major catalogs, Ingram 
and Baker & Taylor, You just tell them you are listed in the major catalogs including Ingram 
and they will be able to look it up in their database.

Q: If you have a book on CreateSpace with CreateSpace’s ISBN, how do you move it over to 
Ingram?

A: You can’t. You must own your own ISBN to use IngramSpark and you will not have that 
with CreateSpace’s ISBN. This is why I do my own ISBNs no matter what.

Q: Do you have any experience with Kobo rather than Amazon as an e-book publisher.
A: Not really. Here is the thing, Amazon owns the e-book market. It makes no sense to use 

someone else when you can get all the cool marketing benefits from Amazon.

Q: Did you say use the same ISBN for CreateSpace and IngramSpark for the same book?
A: Absolutely. One book format = one ISBN. But, you must own that ISBN to use it through 

IngramSpark 

Q: With kids’ books, if you use CreateSpace for Amazon Kindle and print and IngramSpark for 
non-Amazon print, doesn’t that mean there is potential for quality differences in the print 
version?

A: Yes. It may be an issue with some of your print customers, but most customers probably 
won’t notice the difference.

Q: How does the number of pages in Word relate to the e-book count?
A: Again, there is no way to associate page counts anywhere with the e-book count. Kindle 

goes by number of words. There is no way to tell how many pages it will be.
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